
FURNITURE BUSINESS PLAN IN INDIA

â…¤ã€•Write a business plan for your furniture business .. How do I start a small scale furniture business in India? What
are the must have tools?.

Process Apart from the retail sales in the showroom, online sales and delivery, consulting service for interior
design and advising the customer with best alternatives can be offered. Register Your Business If your
intention of starting your own furniture making business is to supply offices and corporate organizations
furniture, then you should endeavor to register the business. Except you want to combine both your showroom
and your workshop in same location, the location of your facility should not be a big deal. The major expenses
will be on rent, inventory, insurance, licence and permits, salary, electricity, maintenance marketing and
working capital. And the pickup and delivery vehicles either owned or leased. It also defines your business
structure, such as a sole proprietorship, partnership or corporation, which is essential for tax ramifications.
There are various forms of furniture used for different purposes and that is the reason why the furniture
making industry is said to be a thriving and highly profitable business. This comes hand in hand with
identifying your market. Or you need a sample furniture making business plan template? Even if you see
yourself more as an artist, you still need to devote time to business practices such as defining marketing
strategies, developing financial projections and eventually considering expansion. The natural world is full of
shadows, forms, and silhouettes that can be turned into shapes, lines, and colours of your designs. So ensure
that you have the dimension of the space you would need before contacting your realtor to help you look for a
facility to rent or to lease. Systems The systems involved are inventory and purchase management system,
Billing system, sales software. Write a business plan As an entrepreneur, you need to invest time in writing a
business plan that provides you with a roadmap to success. Even everyday items such as windows, food and
buildings can spark ideas for table legs, cabinet layouts and other furniture elements. The various capabilities
that need to be addressed in a furniture business plan are given below: People People involved in the business
are the owner or the managing director, advisors, administrative or financial manager, operations manager,
interior designer, marketing officer, technical staff, service staff and a part time SEO marketer if the company
is planning to sell online. Purchase or lease machinery The basic machinery and special equipment will allow
you to streamline your manufacturing process and make it more efficient. Some of the professional bodies are
listed below for your reference:. Other processes are accounting, administration, marketing and promotional
activities. So, ensure that you source for a good place to learn the trade before starting your own furniture
making business. Find inspiration for your designs For a resourceful artisan, inspiration may come in many
forms. If you are entrepreneur looking for a business to start, one of the businesses that can guarantee huge
returns on your investment is furniture making business. As a matter of fact, you can build your furniture
making business to compete with top furniture making companies in Italy et al. Your furniture business plan
should be able to give direction and guide to your business. If you are a fast learner you will grasp the basics
within 6 months. Create a website Even if you strictly operate out of a brick and mortar store, you should have
a high-quality website to display your work. For example, if you know that you are good with making office
and school furniture, then you should concentrate on it as against dabbling into sofas and beds et al. If you can
go out of your way to get all these done, people will take you seriously and they will be willing to want to do
business with you. The products that will be on sale will be wood or cane furniture, like dining tables, coffee
tables, chairs, and the furniture sets like bedroom furniture, living room furniture, dining room furniture, office
furniture. These capabilities are working together in a seamless manner to deliver the requisite capabilities to
the customer. Tools such as; hammer, chisel, saw, G â€” clamp, filling machine, hand driller, nail remover,
spray machine et al. Just ensure that you play to the area of your strength. Preparing a business plan involves
detailed research so that all the aspects of the given business is evaluated and appropriate decisions are made.
So, your first making strategy is to ensure that your furniture are top notch and can favorably compete with
furniture from any part of the world. These tools are not expensive; you can even start with fairly used ones if
you intend cutting cost to the barest minimum. A market analysis can assess the demand for your type of
furniture, as well as identify competitors and their palette. Instead, she likes to think that ethical principles
should be at the core of every commercial venture, paving the way for much more balanced distribution of
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wealth on a global scale. The truth is that you will continue to improve as you produce more furniture. There
you have it, the steps needed to be able start a furniture making business from the scratch and then develop it
to profitability.


